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Buyers Over $599,000

STUNNING LANDSCAPE - UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIESLOOKING FOR - A retreat space? - Complete seclusion? - The

ultimate getaway? Or just a massive playground?This opportunity is not only unique but rare - Only 1 lot remains!The lots

consists of: -Lot 13 - 280.2 HaThis Lot is ideal for complete seclusion off grid adventure lovers. You have a whole

mountain range to yourself on this beautiful parcel of land. Yes, its 4wd country in some spots but plenty of adventure and

exploring. There is also acres and acres of usable land with plenty of water run offs, perfect for another 32-acre dam.**Lot

3 - 110.7 Ha  SOLD**This lot offers a house, separate amenities, unbelievable landscaping, a second dwelling space, a

self-contained donga and more, and let's not forget the amazing 32 ACRE DAM! Yes, it is as good as it looks. The cherry

on the cake for this lot is that there is nearly a kilometre of street frontage and well over 100 acres of usable land for

cattle, horses, or planting.**Lot 11 - SOLD UNDER THE HAMMER**This property is approximately only a 60 minute drive

from the Cairns CBD and Internal airport, just another plus for the unique possibilities this block offers.No inspections

are permitted without the agent present. Please call Sonia Poole 0407 028 388.**Disclaimer - Ray White Cairns Beaches

& Smithfield and its agents do not give any warranty or assurance as to the accuracy or reliability of any of the

information contained herein. All interested parties should undertake their own investigations and seek professional

advice to verify all information. Whilst we endeavour to ensure all details are correct, information has been collated from

various sources, hence we provide no guarantee or warranty as to its accuracy or completeness. Our agency and its

agents will not be held liable or responsible for any loss or damage as a result of any error or misrepresentation herein.**


